Virtual CIO
Every business deserves
the same access to an
efficient technology
strategy
SevenC Computing’s knowledge of
technology trends will enable your IT
systems to perform in line with the
businesses objectives.

Core functions of the vCIO
•

vCIO overview

•

The vCIO services from SevenC includes the
formulation of strategic IT goals, planning IT budgets,
and analyzing and reworking business processes and
facilitating technology changes.

•

The vCIO service is forward looking, in that we work
with clients to plan technology roadmaps and identify
opportunities to use new technology and tools,
ensuring that business and IT are aligned. Streamlining
business technology and processes, the vCIO will also
oversee operations infrastructure and manage risk.

•
•

SevenC Computing vCIO brings a unique
set of skills and collective knowledge to the
table.

•

Evaluate your current IT investment and assist to
make sound business decisions
Educate and assist senior management with the
drafting of business cases
Translate long term business strategy into
actionable plans for IT to implement
Analyse departmental costs , assessments and
assist in IT budgeting to determine where spend
can be redirected
Keep IT infrastructure current and relevant
Proactively find innovative ways to use technology
to solve business challenges

A vCIO bridges the gap between business
and IT

Advantages of a vCIO from
SevenC
•
•
•
•

Improved governance of Enterprise IT and strategic
technology
Alignment of technology and IT perspectives
Reduced risk profile through the set-up of risk
management processes and management
technologies
Over 21 years of experience operating in diverse IT
environments

SevenC vCIO will:
Services

•

Summary of vCIO strategic IT service portfolio offering.

•

Enterprise Architecture and planning

•
•
•
•

•

IT and cyber security
Disaster recover planning and design
Cloud infrastructure design and planning
Incident response planning

•

Special interests

•

Ask business questions to help formulate IT
recommendations
Determine your IT “state of maturity”
and align business objectives with the
environment
Assist with client servicing, increase sales
revenue and organise the company’s
structures and processes
Ask thought provoking questions to
discover unseen opportunities and increase
improvement

Line of business application planning

IT governance

Characteristics of a vCIO

IT risk management

Agility

IT project management

Move fast when needed, enforce directional changes
when needed.

Outsourced IT support

Customisation

IT procurement

•
•
•
•
•

SevenC vCIO understands different technology
approaches needed to meet specific business
requirement.

Structured cabling
Networking
Wireless networking
Software sales and support
Hardware sales and support

IT skills
SevenC vCIO brings a wealth of trained executives
familiar with running a business and achieving results.

What is your IT maturity?

Leadership

A company’s IT maturity model depicts their ability to
gain control and improve its IT related processes, which
have a direct impact on overall business performance.
SevenC vCIO have experience in identifying problems
and solutions to move your IT environment to the next
level.

A SevenC vCIO goes beyond
managing networks and
infrastructure.
SevenC Computing (Pty) Ltd.

SevenC vCIO can participate at board level meetings to
correlate business goals and objectives, with IT
strategy and tactics.

Experience
SevenC Computing has a track record of past
performances, competency, and satisfied clients.

Customer Service
A principal component of our business model.
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